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Brooding and ethereal yet hopeful − EVERDEEN makes indie rock of the sort you’d expect to
find in the UK or Scandinavia, although the multinational trio hails from Southern Germany.
Drawing on international influences, EVERDEEN combines elements of shoegaze, post-rock
and pop with a compelling female voice to create their own brand of dark and dreamy rock.

Psychedelic washes of fuzzy guitars, electronic textures, and driving
post-punk beats provide the orchestration for singer-guitarist
Sümeyra Stahl’s introspective lyrics, delivered with unmistakable
emotion and clarity. The mix of dreamy pop and indie with female
vocals can be reminiscent of artists such as Daughter, Mitski, or
Warpaint while at times hinting at Beach House or the XX.
EVERDEEN’s diverse influences might be explained by the band’s
international origins. After two years living in London as a singersongwriter, the half German, half Turkish Sümeyra moved to San
Francisco, where she found a musical soulmate in American guitarist
Ian Stahl. Faced with the musician-unfriendly rising costs of living
in California, the couple relocated to Sümeyra‘s home of Stuttgart,
Germany, attracted by the possibilities of the European music scene.

The move led them to kindred spirit Thommy Mross, whose drumming
completed EVERDEEN’s sound. It wasn’t long before the newlyformed band started to catch the attention of the local scene, with
a drive that quickly led to to shows all over Germany in 2017 and
2018 as well as international appearances in Vienna and Sweden.
With the goal of capturing their live energy on tape, EVERDEEN went
into the studio with producer Ralv Milberg (Die Nerven, Levin Goes
Lightly), resulting in three singles released in Summer 2019, each
accompanied by a music video. Characterized by a wisp of melancholy,
a glimmer of pop, and no shortage of indie rock energy, the three
songs both showcase a developed sound while simultaneously only
offering a taste of the band’s live repertoire. Those hoping for more
music are in luck – with three more singles and a tour planned for
Spring 2019, EVERDEEN is a band to keep an eye on.
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“
“

Everdeen is no run-of-the-mill indie rock band, who tries to be different only
to be hindered by a fake attitude. Quite the opposite: fans of experimental
rock bands with emotional female vocals like Mothers, Waxahatchee or of
self-assertive female singer songwriters like Mitski will get their fill from
this young band.
- Kulturpegel.de (German music blog)

Everdeen’s latest EP is a little gem in the indie genre … Dreamy and
melancholy sound structures are interwoven with emotional vocals and fluid
guitar arrangements. Soundscapes that arouse the attention with catchy
compositions.
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Feb 2020

Release of the single “By The Water” (Recorded in Tiny Telephone
Studios, Oakland, USA)

Nov 2019

Recipient of the “Initiative Musik” Artist Grant

Aug 2019

Live act at the KSK Music Open - Schloss Ludwigsburg (Opener for
Michael Patrick Kelly)

Mar - Jul 2019

Release of the singles “Figure It Out”, “Run” and “Circles”
(Produced by Ralv Milberg)

Jan - May 2019

Tour opener for Guidoh Goh, including concerts in Hamburg,
Oberhausen, Frankfurt, Reutlingen, and Nuremberg.

Dec 2018

Special guest at the “Play Live” finals 2018 (statewide band coaching
program)

Oct 2018

Two shows in Jönköping, Sweden as part of a cultural exhange
program with BILDA

Oct / Nov 2018

Singer Sümeyra appears as a talent on TV Show „The Voice of
Germany“ (quarter finalist in the „Singoffs“. Coached by Michael
Patrick Kelly)

Oct 2017

Live Act - Digital Analog Festival, Munich

Sept 2017

Southern Germany showcase featured act at “WAVES VIENNA Music
Festival & Conference” (alongside Clap Your hands Say Yeah, Forest
Swords, IDER, et al.)

July 2017

Guests - Radio show “Lokalhelden” (EgoFM)

May 2017

Live TV Performance - “Kaffee oder Tee” (SWR - German TV)

March 2017

Release of the “Wolf” EP (produced by Benno Richter)

- Gezeitenstrom Musikmagazin (German music blog)
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THOMMY MROSS
drums

SÜMEYRA STAHL
vocals / guitar

IAN STAHL
guitar / keys

CONTACT:

booking@everdeenmusic.com
Tel.: +49 (0)176 30659792

Supported by Initiative Musik gGmbH with project funds from the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and Media.
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